
There are some days when you feel like you’re on top of the 
world—it’s those kinds of days where you accomplish more, and 
you do it with style. Other days, you feel unmotivated to complete 
tasks. So what makes the di�erence? How can you make every 
day a great day? 

Unimate helps make great days the rule, not the exception. 

Yerba mate comes from a plant native to South America, where it 
has been consumed in community rituals for hundreds of years 
and contains naturally occurring antioxidants and nutrients. The 
yerba mate leaves in Unicity Unimate undergo a proprietary 
five-step process—handpicking, fire roasting, extracting, 
concentrating, and purifying. As a result, Unimate is a 
concentrated extract that highlights the features of yerba mate. 
No matter what daily tasks await, Unimate can help you feel great. 

Choose Unimate, and choose to feel great.

Unimate Lemon
Delicious, clean, crisp Unimate Lemon will provide 
a refreshing splash to your afternoon pick-me-up or 
morning beverage.

COLD

HOT

USAGE
Mix the entire contents of 1 packet (6.1 g) with 
500-700 mL (17-24 oz.) of hot or cold water 
(add more or less to taste). Drink once or 
twice per day.  

Unimate
Lemon



FEATURES

 

IDEAL FOR

Entrepreneurs, business people, college 
students, super moms, and super dads 

Unimate provides just the right amount of 
support to nail that afternoon presentation, finish 
all the household tasks, or help the kids with the 
project they just conveniently remembered was 
due tomorrow.

Athletes 

Whether working out or enjoying your favorite 
sporting activity, Unimate helps you tackle it all. 
The convenient on-the-go packets make it easy 
to take Unimate with you for those longer 
excursions. 

• High-quality, purified, 
ultra-concentrated yerba mate
 

• Yerba mate is a source of naturally 
occuring- Chlorogenic acids - 
Theobromine - Mate saponins - 
Antioxidants
 

• Convenient single-serving sachets

• Refreshing lemon flavor

WHEN TO DRINKTRY THIS!

Before an important 
meeting, test,

or presentation 

In the morning to
start your day

Before working out

Prepare your Unimate hot, and 
stir with a cinnamon stick.

Add a tablespoon of Unicity Lean 
Complete Protein Vanilla powder 
for a nutritious, sweeter beverage.

Looking for an extra boost? A
Matcha-Unimate combination 
should do the trick.

Try adding a tablespoon of
coconut oil to your Unimate.

Try Unimate Lemon with ice for
a cool, delicious recharge. Between meals



INGREDIENTS

Green yerba mate leaf - Yerba mate comes from 
the leaves of the holly plant native to the central 
regions of South America. Yerba mate has been 
used by indigenous people for centuries. Yerba 
mate is a natural source of ca�eine, and it contains 
polyphenols, which contain antioxidants. 

Yerba mate contains naturally occurring 
chlorogenic acids including:   

• Chlorogenic acids - Chlorogenic acids are 
polyphenol compounds found in plants and seeds, 
such as yerba mate, green co�ee beans, and tea. 

• Mate saponins - Mate saponins are a class of 
molecules that are specific to the yerba mate plant.    

• Theobromine - Theobromine is a molecule best 
known for its presence in chocolate.

THE UNIMATE PROCESS

Unimate is uniquely powerful thanks to Unicity’s proprietary five-step process: handpicking, fire roasting, active 
biological molecule extraction, yerba mate concentration, and purification. 

1 HANDPICKED 2 FIRE ROASTED 3 EXTRACTED 4 CONCENTRATED 5 PURIFIED

How much ca�eine is in one serving of Unimate? 

The product has been tested for an upper ca�eine 
limit, and it has about as much ca�eine as one cup 
of premium co�ee. However, since natural 
ingredients can have some variation, the ca�eine 
amount is not standardized. 

Who can take Unimate?

Unimate is intended for adults. Not suitable for pregnant 
or nursing women, children or people sensitive to 
ca�eine. More than the recommended use should not 
be taken.

Unimate Lemon
FAQs


